AVS Quarantine Policy

Requirements

Complete the following steps for transferring animals before quarantining them:

☐ Possess an approved IACUC protocol to transfer the animals

Protocol #: ___________________________ Expiration Date: __________

☐ Obtain determination from the Office of Technology Transfer and Economic Development (OTTED) that no Intellectual property rights unwittingly are being transferred

Approval signature_________________________ Date: __________

☐ Obtain determination from Export Control Office that dual use risk is insignificant

Approval signature_________________________ Date: __________

☐ Complete and submit an Animal Transfer Form T-1
☐ Obtain final approval from AVS
☐ Confirm that AVS transferred the animals

UHM Quarantine Locations:

1. Biomed
2. Kakaako

Shipments from non-approved vendors must be quarantined.

Shipments arriving post-rederivation/weaning, must have records of contact/direct sentinel testing or be quarantined.

The Veterinary Assistant requests a 12 months’ health history from the sending facility. If there is no history of any specific pathogens excluded by the AVS vivariums, fur mites, or pinworms within the last 12 months, the transfer request is approved. Upon arrival the animals from other institutions are quarantined and tested by PCR for excluded pathogens. Animals will be released once cleared.
Typically animals are quarantined for 3 weeks.

Quarantine is on a first come first served basis.

Principle Investigators are not allowed into quarantine.

The PI will be charged for all fees associated with quarantine procedures. Cost estimates are available upon request.
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